
 
 
 
Guest   post   guidelines   for   Breathedreamgo  
 
Effective   immediately,   there   are   three   options   available   for   those   who   want   to   guest   post   on  
Breathedreamgo.com   (Domain   Authority   52).  
 
OPTION   1  
For   bloggers,   your   first   guest   post   will   include   

- a   byline   at   the   start   of   the   post  
- a   bio   (max   100   words)   with   a   follow   link   to   your   homepage   at   the   end   of   the   post  

 
We   reserve   the   right   to:  

- decline   the   post   if   it   does   not   meet   editorial   standards  
- edit   for   style   and   SEO  
- promote   the   post   as   we   see   fit  
- tag   you   as   the   writer   on   social   media   and   in   online   ads,   at   our   discretion  

 
OPTION   2  
For   writers,   we   will   pay   you   to   write   a   guest   post   for   Breathedreamgo.   With   this   option,   you  
will   be   hired   as   a   ghost   writer   and   no   credit   or   links   will   be   given.  
 
We   reserve   the   right   to:  

- decline   the   post   if   it   does   not   meet   editorial   standards  
- edit   for   style   and   SEO  
- promote   the   post   as   we   see   fit  
- tag   you   as   the   writer   on   social   media   and   in   online   ads,   at   our   discretion  

 
OPTION   3  
For   bloggers   who   want   to   write   more   than   one   guest   post,   and   for   brands,   you   will   be  
charged   a   set-up   fee   of   between   $300   -   $1,000   USD.  
 
With   this   option   you   will   get:  

- a   byline   at   the   start   of   the   post  
- a   bio   (max   100   words)   with   a   follow   link   to   your   homepage   at   the   end   of   the   post  
- 1   -   3   links   within   the   body   of   the   post   (negotiable)  

 
We   reserve   the   right   to:  

- decline   the   post   if   it   does   not   meet   editorial   standards  
- edit   for   style   and   SEO  
- promote   the   post   as   we   see   fit  
- tag   you   as   the   writer   on   social   media   and   in   online   ads,   at   our   discretion  


